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Moreover members of the congregation were commanded to
observe reverence and obeisance on entering and leaving all
churches.1
Taken as a whole, these canons represent the zenith of Laudian
Arminianism. Virtually every clause was offensive to puritans,
and not a few to ordinary protestants. The insistence upon the
railed-in altar at the east end and bowing towards the east on
entering and leaving the church seemed, to many, outward and
visible signs of a drift Rome ward. The restriction on preach-
ing, and the prescription of certain subjects for sermons, were
alike offensive to puritans and were the more important inas-
much as the pulpit was the great organ of public opinion at this
time. Finally the royal "explications' gave form and definition
to a theory of monarchy which the growth of new political forces
was rendering obsolete and which was recognized by many as
already obsolete. Just at a time when episcopacy had provoked
an unsuccessful war with the Scots, these canons were concerned
to show the inseparable interdependence of monarchy and epis-
copacy* Accordingly, henceforth an attack on Laudism could
hardly fail to be also an attack on the divine right of lungs.
After the dissolution of the Short Parliament there recurred
the old problem of finding money elsewhere. The Scottish Com-
mittee met on 5 May 1640, and the record of its debate will
repay careful inspection. Strafford began by laying it down as
a maxim that the Scots must be reduced by force. To provide
the necessary funds, the City of London was to be called upon
immediately to lend a hundred thousand pounds, and ship
money was to be collected with vigour. He was whole-heartedly
in favour of an offensive war, which would end the Scotch resis-
tance in a few months. When Northumberland2 queried what
was to be done if money were not after all forthcoming, Strafford
replied:
cGoe on with a vigorous warr, as you first designed; loose and
obsolvcd from all rules of government, beinge reduced to extreame
necessitie, everythinge is to bee done that power might admitt, and
that you are to doe. They refuseinge, you are acquitted towards God
and man, you have an army in Ireland, you may imploy here to
1	Edward Card well, Synodalio, (1845), i. 380-415.
2	Algernon Percy, tenth earl. He wrote the same day to Gonway: 'We are going
upon a conquest with such a power that nothing in that kingdom will be able to
resist us,* (Notes of the Treaty ofRipon [1869], p. viii.)

